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Dear Parent/Carer   
  
GCSE Results Day on Thursday 25th August 2022  
  
I hope you and your family are keeping well. GCSE results are released on Thursday 25th 
August. There are three ways your child can collect their results: in person, by post or email.  
  
In person  
  
Students can collect their results from Chatham Grammar from 9am -10.30am on Thursday 
25th August in the Sports Hall. If a student is unable to collect their results, the student should 
email our exam secretary Mrs Nevin via nevin@universityofkentacademiestrust.org.uk 
Students will need to give permission for someone to collect their results on their behalf. If a 
person is collecting results on behalf of a student, please note they will need to bring ID on 
the day.  
  
If students have applied for the UKAT Sixth Form they will receive their welcome pack and 
enrolment instructions with their results. Should there be any issues with their application, 
our dedicated Sixth Form team will be available in the Sports Hall to support students.  
  
There will be a table allocated for students to return all textbooks. We would also appreciate 
any uniform that you would be willing to donate to our preloved uniform shop. As well as re 
using and recycling items, this enables us to support other families as items can be bought 
at a much reduced cost.  
  
By post or email  
  
If a student wishes, their results can be posted or emailed to them. Unfortunately, we are not 
permitted to release these results until 8.30am on the day. If a student wishes to have their 
results via post or email then the student should email our exam secretary Mrs Nevin via 
nevin@universityofkentacademiestrust.org.uk. Students will need to confirm the email 
address they wish to use.  
  
I look forward to seeing all students again on Thursday 25th August.  
  
Yours sincerely,  

  
Samantha Shillitoe  
Assistant Principal  
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